ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS: SLIDING
LIDING DOOR KIT

PORTES TECNIQUES ISERN

KIT ACCESSORIES (PACKAGING 102X8X5):
1 METER GUIDE PROFILE + GUIDE REEL: Screw
crew and cut overflow

MOUTHPIECE BRAKES

GUIDE SUPPORT: taller than blade size (without wheels)
wheels

2 CONICAL STOPES (optional): start and at the end of the ride +encased

SET OF TWO WHEELS: 13x6mm to 8cm of edge on side.

LOWER GUIDE: Rece of 13x6mm to 3mm of edge.

SLIDING DOOR KIT ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
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1. The first thing to be done is to choose a door, with the door measurement being at least 1cm higher and half
a centimeter wider than the work hole. If the door is 3cm wider we could hide the guide support.
2. Then, the second thing to de done will be to insert the wheels and do a lower guide race. In case you would
prefer to put conical stops on the ground to give greater stability, you should do an insert for them.
a. Make a 13x6mmto 3mm race fro the edge to the door.
b. Make a 2.1 (width)x 6.5 (length) x 4.5 (depth) to 8 cm wheel fit from each corner of the door and aligned.
c. (Optional): fit the 10x10x10 conical stops to one or two edges of the door, as desired.
3. Screw the guide support 1.5cm higher than the size of the leaf (without wheels) and depending on the width
of the door:
a. If the door is a fair measured (0.5cm plus the hole), we must place it distributed between the hole and the wall.
b. If the door is at least 3cm wider, we must put flush to the work hole or side cover (idem photo)
4. Screw the stabilizing wheel to the guide profile on the mouth side and present the profile to cut off excess.
5. Place the guide rail in the groove of the guide bracket, present the door and screw the guide rail to the door.
6. Screw the lower guide to the ground; the usual thing will be that it is flush with a hole and 4.2cm from the
wall.
7. Put brakes: Where appropriate so that the door has the desired race.
a. Conical brakes; to the end of the race. Finished in the 10x10x10 frame that we will have made.
b. Mouth brakes. Where appropriate according to the route we want to take the door
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Door mechanization
Guiding frame 13X6mm
REST
3.5mm
4mm (door 40mm or more 5mm)

Caster weels

Caster weels
6.5X2.1X4.5cm
3mm (door 40mm or more 5mm)

8cm

Optional: 10x10x10 conical brake insert. We will have greater rigidity with the door closed than with the hidden brakes, but with the door
open we will see the brake screwed into the ground.

Screw accessories
Screw the upper stabilizer
wheel to the guide profile on
the door opening side and
cut the excess profile on the
opposite side.

Screw the lower stabilizer to
the door on the opposite side
of the mouth so as not to
scratch the base.
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Hold the door in the hole and mark
on the side the place where you will
open the door.

Screw a support where you have
made the lateral mark and 16mm
higher than the measurement of the
blade.
203=204.5

If you decide to put hidden
brakes,you should screw them to
each lower corner of the door.
In case of putting conical brakes, you
should make a 10x10x10 socket on
each side.


211= 212.6

Place the door in the hole (centered
on the guide support) and screw the
profile to the upper part of the door.
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Screw the stabilizer wheel to the
aluminum profile on the side of the
door opening, cut off the excess
profile and place it in the groove of
the bracket..

Mechanize (drill or mill) the lower
wheels 8cm from each corner of the
door.
Socket 6.5x2x4.5cm
Slot 1.3x0.4cm

Check that the door works. There is
also the option of moving both the
guide support and the brakes
without having to make new holes.
Screw the lower guide to the floor
with the door fully aligned.

Once the lower guide is screwed in, we
must remove some accessories to insert
the door:
Conical brake system: remove 1.
Another system: remove guide profile.
Once fitted, reassemble.

Lower brakes annex: if the width of the door allows it, you can leave the lower guide rail without leaving the corners and thus
th save ourselves
from placing any type of brake.

Kit accessories

